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Qualifying 

It is a cold grey start in Daytona Manchester as the drivers arrive for the second event in the InKart 

Junior Championship. They are quick to settle into the karts and are raring to get qualifying 

underway. 

As they leave the pits for their out lap we see almost every driver trying to get temperature into 

their tyres; they clearly picked up on the issues the Cadets were having earlier. 

The drivers have also given each other plenty of room offering up some quick lap times from the off. 

Alex Bomberg notably doing a fantastic job of backing off from the other drivers ahead to give 

himself some clean air. 

A few of the Drivers get sucked into racing each other which hinders their progress, concentrating on 

drivers behind is slowing some of the exit speeds from corners. 

Alisha Palmowski is consistently hitting good lap times and looking comfortable. 

Oliver Aloul and Oliver Flexen are pushing each other to the hilt and make some contact, as fun to 

watch as it is it does affect their lap times. 

Oliver Aloul is now putting in some amazing times with the space and clean air he’s made for 

himself, with Alex Whipday not far behind. 

Matthew Wright and Ioan Evans are getting their times down but struggle for space which does hold 

back their true pace. 

A good ualifyi g o e e e y ody’s ty es e e up to speed ut as in the Cadet’s qualifying session, 

bunching is costing the driver’s valuable time. 

Qualifying Results 

P1 Oliver Aloul  – 33.414  P5 Alex Bomberg  – 33.951 

P2 Alex Whipday – 33.612  P6 Ioan Evans  – 34.284 

P3 Alisha Palmowski – 33.727  P7 Oliver Flexen  – 34.914 Q2 Elim 

P4 Matthew Wright – 33.855  P8 Declan McCormack  – 34.984 Q2 Elim 

Race 

So as the drivers settle on the Grid we await the lights, as they go out Alisha Palmowski makes a 

great start and quickly capitalises to make 2nd place her own. 

Oliver Flexen also makes a quick start and manages to nip past Ioan Evans to take 6th. 

Oliver Aloul instantly finds his groove and carries his commanding qualifying performance into the 

race, putting clean air between himself and second after only a few laps. 



 
There is an early battle between Ioan Evans and Oliver Flexen for 6th position, some fantastic 

defensive driving though sees both drivers stay in their respective positions. 

Alex Whipday is stuck to the back of Alisha Palmowski and is determined to re-take his second spot 

and again some fantastic and consistent driving keeps that battle alive for the majority of this race. 

Alex Bomberg is pushing Matthew Wright with everything he has in his locker, some contact occurs 

but it is nothing malicious and both drivers proceed with caution. 

Again, Ioan Evans and Oliver Flexen are nose to tail, both drivers are pushing with all they have and it 

really is a joy to watch. The drivers’ concentration levels must be through the roof! 

A mention for Alex Bomberg who is showing great defensive skills, he is put under pressure but 

some clever positioning on track stifles his competitor and he is allowed to settle back into his race 

routine. 

Lap 15 and we see Alex Whipday slide past Alisha Palmowski; you can see she is upset with this loss 

of position and we see her instantly start fighting back. 

Drivers now seem to have settled down on track as they all travel in pairs; it is hard at this point to 

decide where to look as the field is driving to such a high standard. 

Oliver Aloul is away however, the chasing pack seems to struggle to catch him and it is only once he 

hits the back markers that the rest of the field start to close in on him. 

Declan McCormack is driving well; he reacts fantastically to the blue flags and puts in a good 

showing. 

The remaining laps are fairly straight forward, Alex Aloul is in a world of his own and the pack behind 

are staying in their positions, the battles continue but with the field so well placed and blue flags 

adhe ed to so ell, the e is ’t u h to hi de  a y d i e ’s p og ess. 

This has been a great race for a neutral spectator, plenty of battles cleanly fought and some brilliant 

defensive manoeuvres.  

Well done to all drivers! We now look ahead to round 3! 

RACE RESULTS 

P1 Oliver Aloul      P5 Alex Bomberg 

P2 Alex Whipday  33.010 (fastest Lap)   P6 Oliver Flexen 

P3 Alisha Palmowski     P7 Ioan Evans 

P4 Matthew Wright     P8 Declan McCormack 


